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• Please turn off all cellphones, smartphones, and other personal electronic devices, and refrain from 
using them during the performance.
• Patrons who have forgotten or misplaced their tickets will be placed on the Wait List.
• Please unwrap all cough drops before the show. Otherwise, no food or drink (except water) allowed in 
the auditorium.
• The running time is approximately 100 minutes, with NO intermission. 

• For the safety of the actors, please no flash photography of any kind.
• The exits are located to the right of the audience and through the lobby.
• Restrooms for patrons are located in the red brick building next to the NEO.
• By direction of the Fire Marshal of the Town of Windsor, patrons may not occupy the aisles or the lobby 
during the show.
** Please note: there will be theatrical strobe lights and loud sound effects in this production.**

Safeties

Gratitudes

Courtesies

Per contractual requirements with the publisher, any video recording made 
of this performance is authorized for personal, at-home, non-
commercial use only. the sale or distribution of such recording is 
strictly prohibited under federal copyright law. This includes, but 
is not limited to, absolutely No PostiNg to social Media.

• Melanie Guerin for embracing the opportunity presented by this musical to research, find, invest in, haul 
to every rehearsal, and teach herself how to play the accordion! 
• Ewen Ross, our colleague and 3D-printer magician, for the wish bone.
• Christian Ryan and the students in his extra-curricular Graphic Design class for their creative efforts 
designing fun, colorful, and eye-catching options for the show’s poster. And to Keller Glass for making it 
happen.
• Susan Chrzanowski and all of the professional vocal coaches and instrumental teachers in the Music 
Department for nurturing the music talents of the student singers and musicians performing for you.
• Christine Coyle for the skill and care with which she writes about our students and our productions, and 
most especially for sharing with readers online and in print her keen insights into our work. And Kaitlyn 
Pratt for helping us get the word out.
• Ralph Branco, Chris Beckford, Ana Melendez, and the rest of the Housekeeping staff for taking such good 
care of our little red barn throughout the school year.
• Julia Knight, Paula Henriques, and Marie Tanuis in the Business Office: Our vendors, professional 
carpenters, electricians, and other contractors much appreciate your efforts.
• Lance Hall and the Physical Plant staff who bring their skills and talents to maintaining the Norris Ely 
Orchard Theater, and upgrading some of the spaces in the building next door which we are now transforming 
into an organized and much-needed Production Annex.
• Rich Esposito and Dan Corjulo for the NEO’s state of the art theatrical equipment, and Andris Briga for his 
above-and-beyond-the-call-of-duty audio/visual support, collaboration, and expertise. (Did you notice the 
high quality audio coming from the new replacement speakers in front of the stage, and the new subwoofer 
hiding from sight? We have Andris to thank. And a generous “Anonymous” donor!)
• Anna Vdovenko for her amazing photography expertly documenting the NEO productions!
• Rachel Engelke for magically producing (through a potent combination of determination, devotion, and 
infinite patience) this beautiful playbill. Show, after show, after show. How many by now, Rachel? Amazing.
• Lisa Ross, Diane Scanlon, Silvia Mayo-Molina, Jeffrey Kulas and the LCPA for the classy and fun 
luncheon celebration before the Saturday matinee performance.
• And finally, to YOU the audience, and the many parents and families whose support of our work makes it 
all that much more rewarding: THANK YOU!
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Greetings, and welcome to Loomis Chaffee’s NEO Theater. You are about to enter 
into the magical world of The Old Man and The Old Moon, by PIGPEN Theatre Co. 

It has been such an amazing opportunity to work on this show with this multi-talented 
group of student performers, technicians, and musicians. The students who have 
gone on this incredible journey have displayed the creativity, discipline, adaptability, 
resilience, and cooperation that the best theater productions require. Cheers to them!
 
To all faculty members, advisors, administrators, and parents: thank you so much for 
supporting the winter musical here at Loomis Chaffee. It means a great deal to the 
students to see the community at our shows acknowledging the hard work they put 
into telling this beautiful story.
 
“Art” sometimes is difficult to define. But our production enters comfortably into 
the definition: “the way something is done -- the use of skill and imagination in the 
creation of environments, objects or experiences that can be shared with others.” 
Our production 
makes use of this 
show’s original 
concept, that 
every performer 
on the stage is a 
storyteller. 

Each actor will 
take on multiple 
roles, literally 
by “passing the 
hat.” The words 
and music of the 
story take the characters, and, hopefully, you the audience, on an adventure to various 
locales within our wooden box. The varied theatrical devices used, while not new, will 
be a refreshing look at what live theatre can accomplish. The actors, musicians, and 
technicians worked hard on creating the universe of our story, turning the page into a 
staged playscape, welcoming you to open your imagination. So, sit back, unplug from 
your day, and come along for a toe-tapping ride into the story of why the moon loses 
its light.
 
A memory can last a long time… it’ll burn low like a coal fire, cool and low so that you 
hardly pay it notice, until one day it sparks up, and sets mind to light.
     ~The Old Man and The Old Moon
 
Maybe this play will set your mind to light, and you remember it always.
 
Thank you for coming to the theatre.
 
David McCamish, 
February 2019

Director’s Note
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ALL    Storytellers, Sailors, Bottlers
DZHANGIR BAYANDAROV ’19 The Old Man
LANA BREHENEY ’21  The Old Man, Mickey
JULIE CHUNG ’21   Piano, Callahan, The Old Man
STEELE CITRONE ’20  Boatswain, The Old Man, Lucy the Dog
EVA EVANS ’21   Guitar, Cookie
EMMA GOLDFARB ’20  Drums, Clerk, Solomon
JOHN HOWLEY ’21   The Old Man, Perry
GRACE KULAS ’20   Piano, Ben, Matheson, Fine Lady
RHYS LEWIS ’19   Matheson
ROSALIE LYONS ’21  Lucy the Dog, Mabelu
TALIA MAYO ’21   Violin, Rebel
MAKAYLA MCPHERSON ’20  Violin, Captain, Fishmonger
BECCA MUCHERU ’19  The Old Woman, Young Woman, Rebel
RYAN NATCHARIAN ’19  The Old Man, Boatswain, Bill
BEN RADMORE ’22   Rebel, Bartley
KASSIE RIVERA ’21  Butcher, Rebel, Callahan
TOM ZHANG ’21   Llewellyn
OLIVIA ZOGA ’21   The Old Man, Llewellyn

Puppeteers: Becca, Dzhangir, Emma, John, Makayla, Olivia, Rhys, Rosalie, Ryan, Steele, and Tom

T he Cast
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David McCamish  Director
Melanie Guerin  Music Director, Pit Conductor
Kate Loughlin  Choreographer
Candice Chirgotis  Production Manager
Sam Higgins  Assistant Technical Director, Audio Supervisor
Miles Morgan  Assistant Director
Kate Saxton  Assistant Director
Rachel M. Engelke  Playbill Editor
Lisa Bebey  Costume Designer
Sara J. Berliner  Puppet and Properties Designer
Tate R. Burmeister  Lighting Designer
Ken Jones  Technical Director
Karen Sparks Mellon  Set Designer
Kyle Olmstead  Sound Designer, Audio Engineer

For this Production:
Alec Drohan (Scenery Construction, Lighting); Sarah Keller (Properties, Scenery Construction, Scenic Artist);
Kacey Skurja (Charge Scenic Artist)

Isabel Ruppel ’21 Stage Manager 
Julianna Lee’19  Assistant Stage Manager, Musician
Grace Thompson ’22 Assistant Stage Manager
Rishi Basu ’19 Sound Crew Chief
Cheri Chen ’20 Lighting
Jimmy Hu ’19 Sound
Rex Kim ’19 Sound
Chris Lucero ’19 Lighting
Adam McDonagh ’20 Lighting Crew Chief
Sherly Quezada ’19 Sound
John Riley ’22 Lighting
Kalina Szemraj ’19 Costume Assistant
Kai Sheng Tham ’21 Sound
Mark Valadez ’19 Sound
Ally Velasquez ’20 Sound
Grace Wolf ’20 Lighting

Production Team

Technicians These students participate in 
the department’s Technical 

Theater course. In after-school 
and evening Tech Labs, they 
worked on this production as 
they learned the fundamentals 

of theater production – 
including scenery fabrication 

techniques, props devising 
and construction, costume 
building and coordination, 

hanging and focusing lighting 
instruments, the operation of 
computerized lighting and 
audio control consoles, and 
scenic painting. In addition, 
they are responsible for the 

running crew positions listed 
alongside their names.
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“Song from the Stone”
“The Rain Will Fall”
“The Sailor’s Anthem”
“The Rain Will Fall” (Reprise)
“Sail for Love” 
“Sail for Love” (Reprise)
“Just Like the Sea”
“Prison Fish Interlude #1”
“Prison Fish Interlude #2”
“Prison Fish Interlude #3”
“I Crash”
“Bremen”
“Song from the Stone” (Reprise)

Musical Numbers

Orchestra

Jeffrey Carlson + banjo
Julie Chung ’21, piano
Eva Evans ’21, guitar
Melanie Guerin + accordion
Emma Goldfarb ’20, percussion
Dan Hartington + guitar
Grace Kulas ’20, piano
Julianna Lee ’19, double bass
Talia Mayo ’21, violin
Makayla McPherson ’20, violin
Elliot Wallace* percussion

+ guest musician
* music lesson faculty

Rather than having an offstage pit orchestra, 
this show integrates the musicians into 

the action and story-telling on stage. The 
student musicians had a hand in creating the 
parts they are playing in the show, making 
this particular production of The Old Man 

and The Old Moon truly unique.
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DZHANGIR BAYANDAROV ’19. Dzhangir is really 
excited to be in his second NEO production! He has 
participated in sports such as soccer and wrestling, and he 
has been involved in the Framed-in-Theater Festival for the 
last two years, but acting in this production is one of the best 
things he has ever done. He wants to thank the whole cast 
and crew for making this experience possible!

LANA BREHENEY ’21. Lana is excited to be in her 4th 
NEO show, as a man. (Again!) Some of her favorite credits 
include Viola in Twelfth Night and the Dragon in Shrek the 
Musical. Lana wants to give a shout-out to $BW and her 
mother (and Hutch), who put up with her ADHD. Thanks Mr. 
McCamish and everyone else who made this show amazing. 
So, sit back and enjoy this magical adventure. #eeiiooww 

JULIE CHUNG ’21. Julie returns to the stage as a tavern 
brawler and an Old Man who just wants to see his wife, 
traveling on the adventurous sea! This show is her fourth 
with the NEO. Julie also plays the piano in the show and 
particularly enjoys the unique musical style of the songs. She 
wants to thank the strangers who read until the end of her 
biography, and she hopes you enjoy the show. 

STEELE CITRONE ’20. Steele is entirely elated, ecstatic, 
and all other hyper-expressive e-words to have the opportunity 
to be part of such an extraordinary cast for his NEO debut. 
He is thankful for the incredibly welcoming actors and his 
wonderful directors who are helping him stand up straight. 
Steele enjoys playing piano (focusing on expression rather 
than accuracy), and he loves dogs, but that’s not relevant.

EVA MILLAY EVANS ’21. Having performed in many 
productions, with favorite roles including Sarah Brown in 
Guys and Dolls and Michael in Peter Pan, Eva looks forward 
to twirling yet again, but on the Loomis stage for the first 
time. In and outside of the NEO, Eva enjoys playing guitar, 
writing original music, and daydreaming about the moon. Her 
passions include French, creative writing, and SingOutCT!

T he Cast
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EMMA GOLDFARB ’20. Emma is thrilled to perform in her 
sixth NEO show! Luckily for both Emma and the audience, 
there is very little dancing, so the chances of a concussion 
for some unfortunate soul are slightly reduced. Past roles 
include Philoten in Pericles, Peter Pan in Shrek the Musical, 
and Andrew Aguecheek in Twelfth Night. Many thanks to 
Mr. McCamish, Ms. Chirgotis, the cast, and the crew!

JOHN HOWLEY ’21. John has had a blast creating this 
world from scratch and working on such an original script. 
Learning to craft shadow puppets, walk in slow motion, and 
create impromptu boats, John has gained many valuable life 
skills he did not know he would need, and he has thoroughly 
enjoyed working with such an amazing group of talented 
people and this incredible director. 

GRACE KULAS ’20. Grace is excited to be a part of this 
show because it is so different from all of the musicals 
she has done before. Besides crumpling from the stress of 
junior year, Grace spends most of her time outside of the 
NEO reading, playing music, and sleeping. She would like to 
thank everyone in the NEO whose names she cannot type out 
individually because she has no more space. 

RHYS LEWIS ’19. Rhys is happy to be in his last NEO show. 
(Well, not exactly “happy,” but you know what he means...) 
As a method actor, he found the multiple-roles aspect of this 
show taxing. He eventually developed Dissociative Identity 
Disorder, with each role becoming a distinct personality. 
Eventually one personality took over: Matheson. Matheson 
enjoys spending his time narrating other people’s lives.

ROSALIE LYONS ’21. Rosalie is happy to be back for her 
third NEO production! After sneaking across stage as Maria 
in Twelfth Night last fall, Rosalie is exploring new types of 
roles this winter. When she is not in rehearsal or scream-
singing “Take Me Home, Country Road” with her castmates 
in the dressing rooms, Rosalie can be found writing or 
daydreaming about warmer weather.

T he Cast
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TALIA MAYO ’21. Talia is delighted to take part in her 4th 
show in the NEO. She enjoys dancing and singing, but you 
are most likely to find her procrastinating on her phone (it’s 
a real problem). Talia would like to thank the entire cast for 
dealing with her constant harmonizing, and her family for 
supporting her. Finally, she would like to thank her three cats, 
whom she refers to as “her children,” for always being cute.

MAKAYLA MCPHERSON ’20. Makayla is thrilled to 
be in her second musical at LC! She has enjoyed creating a 
show unlike any other and is excited to show off her (limited) 
stage combat skills. Outside of the NEO, Makayla can be 
found in the Chapel (singing), in Hubbard (singing), or in 
Palmer room 36. She would like to thank her parents for their 
tireless support of her musical endeavors.

BECCA MUCHERU ’19. Becca knew theater was stressful, 
but she had no idea that returning to the NEO would age 
her quite like this. If you see her around campus, odds are 
she is toting 100 pages of music while limping because her 
platforms keep giving her blisters. Becca spends her time 
practicing music for the Acapelicans and eating doughnuts. 
Hi, Ms. Williams! Lastly, if anyone asks, she is not a robot.

RYAN NATCHARIAN ’19. It has been fourteen weeks 
since Ryan was cast, and he is still not sure what role he is 
playing. He thought he was the Old Man, but John and Olivia 
both told him that was their part, so he’s not sure anymore. 
Ryan hopes the music has hints about his role, but it seems 
like a long shot. He would like to thank his parents for trying 
to explain what kind of show this is to his relatives.

BENJAMIN RADMORE ’22. Ben is so happy to be part 
of his second NEO show. He really feels like this theater 
experience is helping him become a more outgoing person. 
Ben would like to thank his fellow cast members and the 
crew for their tutelage and companionship, and he is counting 
down the days until the first performance. Ben also likes math 
and science and wants to maybe be a physicist someday.

T he Cast
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KASSIE RIVERA ’21. Kassie is thrilled to be part of her 
first musical in the NEO. Last winter she was stationed in the 
basement to clothe infuriating actors. This fall she became 
one. Whatever. Outside of the NEO, Kassie deals with a 
certain person, who shall remain unnamed, busting into her 
room to cry. She also enjoys writing and directing her own 
plays in her free time. 

BAIHAN (TOM) ZHANG ’21. A new sophomore on 
the Island, Tom is excited to perform in his first musical 
experience and to present this magical production. He was 
previously a part of Loomis Chaffee’s fall play Twelfth Night. 
Outside of theatre, Tom is also a reader of philosophy and a 
language-learning enthusiast, and he participates in Student 
Council and Acapelicans.

OLIVIA ZOGA ’21. Olivia is ecstatic to sweat under the 
bright, hot, stage lights yet again! Though she’s only acted in 
one other NEO show (Shrek the Musical), perhaps you caught 
her lifting Malvolio’s cage during the second act of Twelfth 
Night or shouting directions offstage in last spring’s Framed-
in-Theater. Olivia wastes most of her free time in Founders 
learning languages or crying in Kassie’s dorm room.

Seniors

T he Cast

Our best wishes to these 
talented thespians in the Class 
of 2019, who cumulatively 
have performed in or teched 
a total of 63 mainstage 
productions at the NEO — 
beginning with Cyrano, as 
freshmen in the fall of 2015: 
Rhys (4), Dzhangir (2), Ryan 
(7), and Becca (2). Senior 
technicians not pictured are 
Julianna (6), Rishi (7), Jimmy 
(6), Rex (2), Chris (5), Kiki 
(6), Sherly (8), and Mark (8). 
Break a leg in college (and 
beyond!), and be sure to come 
back and visit your beloved 
Little Red Barn on the Island.
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Isabel Ruppel ’21 (Stage Manager) Isabel is Happy to bE 
working on this Lovely Production. she delIghts all aspeCts 
of this lovely compAny aNd Truly hopes you find yourself 
Giggling at Every joke! working wiTh this cast has taught her 
sO mUch abouT how to run a smooth ship. Isabel Would like 
to thANk all her cast maTes, her directOr, and parents who 
Undertook the Task of driving to campus every weekend.

Julianna Lee ’19 (Assistant Stage Manager, Musician) 
Finally writing her sixth bio, Julianna is out of new things to 
say. As usual, she still wants a shrink ray for her very large 
violin and a Roomba for all the dirt she drags in from the 
ag fields. As she stands on the really high platform during 
rehearsals, she realizes she still has a healthy fear of heights 
and might be slightly dizzy due to acrophobia.

Grace Thompson ’22 (Assistant Stage Manager) The joys 
of being involved with this musical range from satisfaction of 
knowing the answer to an actor’s question, to relief in seeing 
all the props organized on the prop table. But the best part is 
whenever Grace sees an actor memorizing lines or hears the 
cast singing in harmony: she feels a sweet sense of motherly 
pride (despite that she’s the youngest working on the show)!

Rishi Basu ’19 (Sound Crew Chief) 17 years old. Male. 
Instagram artist. Soundcloud rapper. Metalhead. Lawful 
good. 10th time Avatar: The Last Airbender watcher. ESFP. 
Riverdale fanboy. Hufflepuff. 6’5”. Pro New York Times 
crossword solver. Abnegation. Award-winning filmmaker. 
District 5. Surviving Sr. English Sem. Eats Oreos w/o eating 
the cream independently from the cookie. Starts w/ Piplup. 

Cheri Chen ’20 (Lighting) Cheri is enjoying the thrills 
and challenges of her junior year. On a semi-related note, 
her room just had an ant infestation, but her mum tried to 
comfort her by telling her that ants bring fortune, something 
Cheri highly doubts. She is enthusiastic about the upcoming 
show, one of the highlights of Cheri’s year so far! She hopes 
you enjoy the play with music as much as she does.

Stage Managers & 
Technicians
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Jimmy Hu ’19 (Sound) As a third-year technician, this 
is Jimmy’s sixth and final show at Loomis Chaffee. He is 
excited to end his NEO Theater career with this awesome 
production of The Old Man and The Old Moon. You can 
usually find Jimmy walking around campus aimlessly or in 
Clark classrooms, where he seems to spend endless hours. 
He wishes everyone enjoys the show! 

Rex Kim ’19 (Sound) Rex is here to join the squad for 
another show. He was very excited to work with the sound 
crew and learn how musicals are produced in a tight space 
such as the NEO. Rex secretly thinks the NEO is haunted, 
and he refuses to spend a night in its basement unless he is 
paid a hefty sum of a couple thousand dollars. But Rex does 
enjoy friends’ rooms and his lovely hand-built desktop rig.

Christopher Lucero ’19 (Lighting) Chris has enjoyed 
spending all of his time this winter between the squash courts, 
the NEO, and binge-watching Friends. Recently discovering 
the wonders of Steam, Chris has wisely chosen to trade in a 
few grade points in exchange for some extra time. As with 
any play, Chris is excited to sit in for free and occasionally 
hit a button to change lights whenever he feels like it.

Adam McDonagh ’20 (Lighting Crew Chief) Will anyone 
notice if we just use Adam’s Shrek bio from last year? Since 
Adam didn’t submit a bio for this production, despite repeated 
reminders by Ms. Chirgotis and Ms. Engelke, we’re going to 
improvise a little bit here: this is Adam’s 5th or 6th show, 
he likes to spend time doing Robotics, and his brother once 
worked in the NEO. You can usually find him on a ladder.

Sherly Quezada ’19 (Sound) Sherly graduates after having 
spent many years in the NEO, working on quite a few 
productions over the years. She, too, didn’t write a bio by 
the generous deadline, so we’re making up what she might 
say instead: break a leg to all of the cast and crew, it’s a fun 
experience getting to know you all, and she appreciates all 
the memories spent in the Little Red Barn on the Island.

John Riley ’22 (Lighting) This winter John is excited to be 
on the tech crew for this production, his first musical and 
second show after Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night last fall. John 
enjoyed building set pieces in the scene shop, but was not 
necessarily as pleased when the router bit almost set a piece 
of plywood on fire (true story!). Thanks for coming, and we 
hope you enjoy the cool set.
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Kalina Szemraj ’19 (Costume Assistant) Kalina is thrilled 
to be working with Ms. Bebey, the costume designer, in the 
NEO this winter! She has loved learning about the secrets of 
costuming and bringing this beautiful story to life through 
its folksy clothing. After acting in several shows such as The 
Crucible, Thoroughly Modern Millie, and Pericles, Kalina 
has enjoyed being behind-the-scenes of this new musical. 

Kai Sheng Tham ’21 (Sound) Kai is thrilled for his 4th show 
as part of the NEO tech crew, having also done Twelfth Night, 
Shrek the Musical, and Pericles. He is extremely excited to 
continue to show off his skill of professional set-making. 
When not in the NEO, you can find Kai swimming in the 
pool with many teammates, teaching swim lessons or, more 
than likely, in his room watching How I Met Your Mother.

Mark Valadez ’19 (Sound) The photo of Mark here to the 
left is actually at least two years old, and – guess what?! – no 
bio from him, either! (Does anyone even read these?) Mark 
loves the NEO, but he’s also very busy: running, traveling, 
spending time in the library and probably the PHI, and who 
knows what else. See, when you don’t submit your own bio, 
you leave it up to Ms. Engelke to make one up for you...

Ally Velasquez ’20 (Sound) With this being her third year 
working in the NEO, Ally is no stranger to spilling paint, 
misplacing props, and forgetting to execute her light cues. 
Thankfully, after many experiences, Ally has somewhat 
improved her tech skills. When she isn’t struggling to reach 
props on the top shelf, Ally can be seen giving tours, handing 
out a few 7s in Richmond, or leading StuActs meetings.

Grace Wolf ’20 (Lighting) Grace loves sprinting from 
the dining hall to the little red barn at exactly 6:15 to see 
the lovely smiling faces of the tech crew for her 4th NEO 
production. She is excited to say that she only stained a few 
shirts while painting this set, before she realized that the 
NEO has paint shirts, and she only spilled one (little) can of 
paint the entire time.

Technicians
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Lisa Bebey (Costume Designer) Lisa has worked with 
the student crews designing and building costumes for the 
past 17 years at Loomis Chaffee. She was the Costume 
Shop Manager at Hartford Stage for 14 years, and has built 
costumes for the Long Wharf Theatre, Goodspeed Opera, 
Theaterworks and the Yale Repertory Theatre. Lisa recently 
added the role of entrepreneur to her resume by opening her 
online shop, FairyGodmother4Hire.com, featuring custom 

dress up costumes for children.

Sara J. Berliner (Puppet and Properties Designer) Sara 
is a full-time theater teacher in Springfield, Massachusetts. 
She also teaches at Oddfellows Playhouse in Middletown, 
Connecticut, house manages at the University of St. Joseph 
in West Hartford, and is a member of the Board of Directors 
for the Drama Studio in Springfield. Sara graduated from 
Hampshire College with a BA in Theatre Education and 
Nonprofit Arts Administration, and has worked as a teaching 

artist and manager with a number of organizations, including Hartford Stage, 
Capital Classics, Footlights, Real Live Theatre, Hampshire Shakespeare Company, 
and the Five College Consortium. She is grateful to the students and staff for their 
enthusiasm, commitment, and community.

Tate R. Burmeister (Lighting Designer) Tate has worked 
as a designer throughout Connecticut, Minnesota, California, 
and New York and is enjoying her 10th season as the lighting 
designer at the NEO. In addition to working as a designer, 
Tate is the Technical Director for the Ivoryton Playhouse. 
In Connecticut, she has designed for Playhouse on Park, 
Ivoryton Playhouse, Seven Angels Theatre, Hartford Stage 
Education Department, Oddfellows Playhouse, Albano 

Ballet, and others, as well as various local schools. Favorite lighting design credits 
include Metamorphoses and The Crucible (Loomis Chaffee), Joseph and the 
Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat (Ivoryton Playhouse), Nuevo California, The 
Threepenny Opera (Oddfellows), and A Chorus Line (Merced, CA). 

Candice Chirgotis (Production Manager) Candice became 
Head of the Theater & Dance Department in 2013 after a 
decade of working here as a part-time teacher and as the 
production manager for the NEO. In her previous lives, she 
taught at the University of Connecticut, and before that at 
the Greater Hartford Academy of the Arts. For 16 seasons, 
Candice was – for over 100 professional theater productions 

Production Team
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– the Production Manager at Hartford Stage. She earned 
her master’s degree in Theater History at the University of 
Illinois. Candice considers herself incredibly fortunate to get 
to teach, learn, and make plays with these hardworking, talented, 
and fun Loomis Chaffee student technicians and performers. She 
would like to take this opportunity to sincerely express how much she admires, 
appreciates, and is grateful for such creative, devoted, and generous professional 
theater collaborators and faculty colleagues.

Rachel M. Engelke (Playbill Editor) In her 19th year on the 
Island, Rachel is Chair of the History, Philosophy, Religious 
Studies & Social Science Department, a resident in Palmer 
Hall, advisor of Model UN and the Loomis Chaffee World 
Bulletin, and certificate coordinator in the Alvord Center for 
Global & Environmental Studies. A long-time friend of the 
NEO Theater, Rachel made her assistant directing debut in 
2011 with The Boy Friend, while The Old Man and The Old 

Moon is Rachel’s 30th production as playbill editor. She would like to express 
her sincere appreciation to everyone in the cast and crew for their cooperation 
and good humor as she hounded them for bios, photos, endless lists, and other 
minutiae.

Melanie Guerin (Music Director, Pit Conductor) Melanie 
holds a Bachelor of Music degree in clarinet performance 
and music education, as well as a Master of Music Education 
degree, both from The Hartt School. She was a professional 
educator in Connecticut public schools for 11 years, and has 
presented at state and national music education conventions, 
with a focus on teaching empathy and connection through 
music. As a music director and pianist, Melanie has worked 

with community and professional theater companies throughout Connecticut 
and Massachusetts, including the Young People’s Center for Creative Arts, 
Ivoryton Playhouse, Playhouse on Park, and New Paradigm Theater. Melanie 
teaches beginning instrumental conducting at Hartt, as well as serving as a vocal 
coach, music director, and accompanist in the theater division. Many thanks 
to the cast of The Old Man and The Old Moon for 
their hard work and support in her efforts to learn 
how to play the accordion for this show, and to David 
for picking a show that called for an accordion! 
www.melaniebguerin.com
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Sam Higgins (Assistant Technical Director, Audio 
Supervisor) Sam spent eight years as a theatrical jack-of-all-
trades for high school and college productions. His expertise 
is mostly in scenery construction, but he has worked at 
various times and locales as a lighting technician, sound board 
operator, run crew, and more. Favorite credits include The 
Adding Machine, The Glass Menagerie, What the Butler Saw 
and A Bright Room Called Day at University of Rochester, 

Hairspray at Lehman College, and She Loves Me at Croton-Harmon High School. 
This is Sam’s third year at Loomis Chaffee and his sixth production at the NEO. 
In addition to theatrical work, Sam is a member of the Math Department and is a 
resident of Flagg Hall. He would like to thank everyone involved for allowing him 
to collaborate with the theatre program, and he is very proud of this show.

Ken Jones (Technical Director) Ken is happy to be back 
for his 14th consecutive show at the NEO Theater. He has 
designed and staged over 100 productions in the Farmington 
Valley area. Since 2003, Ken has directed and taught theater 
craft for a number of local theater groups, including Avon 
Summer Theater, FAVARH, Theatre Guild of Simsbury, and 
The Loomis Chaffee NEO Theater. Ken is also Vice President 
of Theater Operations and Lead Production Designer for 

Farmington Valley Stage Company in Canton. In his set notes, Ken writes: “The 
design for this show is very organic and realistic. Our crew had fun altering 
common materials to look like other common materials (e.g. turning wood into 
steel), and making new objects look old. We also pulled the natural structure of our 
beloved ‘barn’ into the play space so that the audience can’t tell where one ends 
and the other begins.”

Kate Loughlin (Choreographer) Kate has been the dance 
teacher and choreographer at Loomis Chaffee since 2009. 
She began her dance life as an Irish Step Dancer at age three, 
and never looked back. Trained in ballet, modern, jazz, tap, 
and choreography, Kate credits her teachers and mentors 
with leading her to the fulfilling career she loves. Kate earned 
her BA in Dance and graduated cum laude from Connecticut 
College in 1998. She taught at Choate Rosemary Hall for 10 

years before coming to Loomis to work with the most talented, dedicated and hard 
working students in the world. There is a saying, “Do what you love, and you’ll 
never work a day in your life,” and Kate gets to live that every day. The dancers 
and actors at LC give Kate joy, purpose, inspiration, and happiness, and she counts 
herself as one of the luckiest people in the world because of these students. Thank 
you for coming out to support our cast and crew, and please enjoy the show!

Production Team
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David McCamish (Director) David is 
thrilled to direct The Old Man and The 
Old Moon this winter, his 14th show 
at Loomis Chaffee’s NEO Theater. A 
Bluegrass native, David has directed and 
performed throughout Connecticut and across 
the United States. He is a guest director and adjunct professor 
at the University of Hartford’s Hartt School, where he 

provided fight choreography for August: Osage County. Other recent fight credits 
include Macbeth (Trinity College) and Breakdancing Shakespeare (Hartford 
Stage). David has taught acting classes for Long Wharf Theater, Hartford Stage, 
Hartt School of Theatre, Hartford Performs, Center for Creative Youth at Wesleyan 
University, Greater Hartford Academy of the Arts, and Manhattan Edge. Recent 
directing credits include Vanities and Is There Life After High School (Hartt), 
All’s Well That Ends Well (Capital Classics), The Crucible, Thoroughly Modern 
Millie, Shrek the Musical, and Cyrano (Loomis). In 2017, David performed as 
King Ferdinand in Love’s Labour’s Lost with Capital Classics, and he attended the 
International Fringe Festival in Edinburgh. He played Henry in the national tour of 
The Fantasticks, and has been seen in New York City at Lucille Lortel, 45th Street 
Playhouse, New Perspectives, @here, Manhattan Edge, Collective Unconscious, 
The Sandy Meisner Theatre, 23rd Street Studio, and with Shakespeare’s Sister 
Company. Locally, David has acted with Bated Breath Theatre Company, Capital 
Classics, Art Farm, Oddfellows Playhouse, and HartBeat Ensemble. 

Karen Sparks Mellon (Set Designer) Sparks has been a set 
designer and scenic artist in the Hartford/New Haven area 
since 1979. This is her 22nd season, and 43rd production, 
as Loomis Chaffee’s set designer. Sparks has designed 
scenery for, among others, Amherst College, the Connecticut 
Commission on the Arts, CPTV, Lincoln Theatre, the New 
England Actors Theatre, the Portland Stage Company, 
Trinity College, and the University of Hartford. As a scenic 

artist, Sparks worked for the Hartford Stage Company and was a freelance painter 
for the Long Wharf Theatre and the Goodspeed Opera House. Other projects 
include backdrop design for the last G. Fox Christmas windows in downtown 
Hartford, interior painting for the first Banana Republic in New York City, and 
whitewashing the inside of a barn for the movie Funny Farm. She is currently 
a faculty member at The Greater Hartford Academy of the Arts, where she was 
named Artist-Instructor of the Year in May 2008.
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Miles Morgan (Assistant Director) Miles is an educator, 
writer, reader, and avid dabbler in the theatre. He has 
most recently directed productions at Eton College in the 
other Windsor and at The University of Chicago, where he 
belonged to and wrote for Iris, a student troupe for artists 
of color. Something of a vagabond, Miles settles at Loomis 
after years in England, Dublin, and Chicago, locales that 
have informed his writing. He is currently attempting Wilde/

West, a play exploring celebrity, genius, and the prices of fame. His recreational 
academic interests circumambulate literary representations of love’s intricacies, 
and he frequently returns to the Russian novel and the contemporary essay as sites 
of fruitful frustration. Indebted to his friends and family, Miles extends specific 
thanks to Hailz-Emily and to his mother, for whom he harbors interminable 
affection and gratitude. Do enjoy the show.

Kyle Olmstead (Sound Designer, Audio Engineer) Kyle is 
a sound designer and production sound engineer for theaters 
throughout New England. Recently, Kyle designed sound for 
productions by Central Square Theater, The Dana Center, 
The Barnstormers Theatre, Curry College, The Loomis 
Chaffee School, and The Greater Hartford Academy of the 
Arts. He has also worked as an audio engineer and production 
sound engineer for Hartford Stage, and under renowned 

sound designer Frank Gaeta, owner of Sound For Film in Los Angeles. While in 
California, Kyle worked on the films Twilight, Taking Chance, and Surfer, Dude, 
with actors and directors such as Catherine Hardwicke, Robert Pattinson, Kristen 
Stewart, and Matthew McConaughey. In addition, Kyle has a private double bass 
studio, and performs in groups throughout the Boston area, including the Cape 
Ann Symphony.

Kate Saxton (Assistant Director) Kate is an English teacher, 
theater aficionado, and all-around arts enthusiast. She is a 
violinist/violist who has spent as much time in the pit as 
she has on stage. Her credits at Yale University include 
Sweeney Todd and Cosi Fan Tutte. This is Kate’s fifth NEO 
production, and she feels incredibly privileged to work 
with such professional young people and such youthful 
professionals. Many thanks to the talented directors and 

production team for making this show possible, and to the extraordinary cast for 
making it all worthwhile.

Production Team
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* * * * *

PigPen Theatre Co. began creating their unique brand of theatre, music, and film 
as freshmen at the Carnegie Mellon School of Drama in 2007. They have since 
produced their original plays in New York City and toured the country – earning 
them critic’s picks from The New York Times, Time Out New York, Chicago 
Tribune, Chicago Sun-Times, Boston Globe, and many more, ranking them in the 
top ten theatrical events of 2011, 2012, 2013, and 2016. They were the first group 
to win the NYC Fringe Festival’s top honor two years in a row (2010/11) and have 
gone on to win IRNE (2012, 2015) and Jeff Awards (2014) for their theatrical 
productions. In 2016, Sir Trevor Nunn invited PigPen to be a part of his first 
American acting company for a production of Shakespeare’s Pericles. PigPen’s 
debut album, Bremen, was named #10 album of the year in The Huffington Post’s 
2012 Grammy preview, sending PigPen on tour playing to sold-out crowds across 
the country. American Songwriter premiered their follow-up EP, “The Way I’m 
Running” in 2013 while the band was playing a series of concerts that became 
one of the most popular residencies of the past decade at the legendary Schuba’s 
Tavern in Chicago. In 2015, PigPen released their sophomore album, Whole Sun, 
performed at Mumford & Sons’ return to the Gentlemen of the Road Festival, 
and they made their feature film debut in Jonathan Demme’s Ricki and the Flash, 
starring Meryl Streep. In 2018, PigPen announced two new theatrical ventures. 
The first will be an adaptation of The Tale of Despereaux by Kate DiCamillo into 
a stage musical in partnership with Universal Theatrical. The second will be an 
adaptation of Water For Elephants by Sara Gruen into a stage musical, alongside 
Rick Elice in partnership with Peter Schneider and Broadway Across America.

Broadway Licensing is a full-service theatrical partner specializing in the 
development, production, and worldwide distribution of new and established 
theatrical properties. Approaching the licensing universe with a wholly personal 
and producorial vision, the company partners with authors, agents and producers 
to harness the power derived from embracing the intersection of art and commerce. 
Broadway Licensing advocates for the author, committing to have as many people 
experience their work as possible while protecting the copyright, utilizing its 
pioneering digital platform, high touch servicing, and cutting-edge strategies to 
execute that vision. As a trusted curator of important, daring, and entertaining 
theatre, with a dedication to diversity and inclusion, Broadway Licensing helps 
build experiences that are bigger than itself; where communities come together to 
share the ideas of an author’s work, inspiring conversations and forging memories 
that last a lifetime. 

* * * * *
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